Wizards of the River ~ Free Rhyming

By Shay Calloway

Wizards of the river
Keep the St. Louis River clean.
Otherwise, without them
The river'll be polluted and green.
All the helping companies
at River Quest have a goal.
Such as Duluth Sail and Power Squadron
who has safety in their souls.
Their 100th Anniversary is here.
Devoted to keeping us safe in boats.
Always wear a life jacket
'Cause they will help you float.
Minnesota Sea Grant Program
Monitors the increasing food chains
to keep species in their rightful place so
we won't get invasive migraines.
WLSSD keeps all the water healthy
especially where the river and Lake Superior meet
at the great big estuary.
I bet you didn't know the difference
between Sanitary and Storm Sewers
Although they seem the same to me
both smelling like manure.
There are many new facts you can learn
such as aspen trees grow back
St. Louis River has lots of sediment
That is what Lake Superior lacks
Why don't you give it a try.
Learning more about where you live
and maybe help by doing your part
Let nature be your motive
I hope you have learned a lot
And now before I lose my composure
This wonderful facial poem
Has come to its final closure.